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Abstract

This report gives a detailed description of the different functions of theMARKAL Data Man-
ager (MDM ) as well as a user’s manual for the onlineMARKAL -WEB site. Globally, the system
is composed with a database for managing structural data, a set of routines implementing users
oriented functionalities, and a set ofAMPL-PERL scripts for I/O management and distance pro-
cessing.

1 Introduction

A complete MARKAL-Lite[1] session is composed with: Data collection (database + data file
description), Model running (AMPL script), and Results analysis (database and/or text file).

Results in the Database

CityDB.mdb

Global running script

Markal.run

Local or distance executionMarkal model

Markal.mod

Results in a text file

CityFile.out
Data

Sets + Data

CityFile.dat

CityDB.mdb

Figure 1: Markal Processing Structure

The model is a set of linear constraints, variable bounds, and an explicit formulation of the
objective. Variables receive their values ethier from a database (.mdb) or from a text file (.dat).
All variables are declared in the text file. Static variables are instanciated into the text file, while
dynamic variables receives their values from the database. Static variables refer to data sets and
some static parameters such as: time periods, daily divisions, seasonal divisions, period length,
and others standard sets related to useful demands and technologies. Dynamic variables are used
for technology parameters (life duration, energy consumption, costs, etc...), and also for outputs.
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For the firstMARKAL step, which concerns data collection, the user has to prepare a set of
data that will be passed as input for the model. The overall set of required data is grouped into
four main categories:

• the useful demands

• the imported energy prices

• the list of all technologies with their technical and economic parameters

• the residual capacities

On top of that, the user will have to provide various bounds, in particular those concerning the
pollutant emissions.

The present document gives a description of the different functions of the MARKAL Data
Manager (MDM). It also gives a step-by-step instructions in the use of the tool. MARKAL DATA
MANAGER provides assistance to the user for building and managing data sets and related pa-
rameters necessary for MARKAL running. The tool is available on the WEB at the following
address :

http://ecolu-info.unige.ch/recherche/sutra/models/markal/workshop.htm

One needsACCESS 2000running on a local machine in order to use the program. It is possible
to use previous versions of ACCESS, provided one makes the required conversion.

The report is organized in two parts. The first part present MARKAL DATA MANAGER,
which is a Database providing several functionalities to manage input and output data for MARKAL,
and the second part describes the MARKAL-WEB system, which is a distance treatment web
service for a complete online MARKAL session.
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2 Starting MARKAL DATA MANAGER

The database program is started by opening the corresponding fileMarkal2000 v4.mdb (this
program runs in the Microsoft Accessc© environment). The execution starts with the activation
of the main frame (see Fig. 2)..

Figure 2: Main Frame of MARKAL DATA MANAGER.

On this main form, one has access to available features of the application.

Useful Energy Demand : Edition of useful demand items and values.
Imported Energies : Edition of different kind of energy and their prices.
Technologies : Edition of technologies.
Parameters : Edition of parameters values for technologies.
Make blank database : Create an empty database.
Import Data : Import data from another database.
Export Data : Creation of a database with only data.
Statistic on collected data : Analyze data and report problems.
Set Default Values : Edition of default values for parameters.
Scenario Manager : Management of scenarios.
Text Version : Generation of a data file for AMPL purpose .
Build HTML : Generate of html reports of data.
Result Viewer : Visualization of MARKAL results.
About MARKAL DATA : Application name, version, and Authors.
Help : Help on the use of the application.
Repair Database : Automatic repairing of operating system problems.
Close : Close the application.
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3 Useful Energy Demands

In this step, the user can edit the list of useful energy demands. For each useful demand, a
reference key code is given along with the description and the sector. When selectingUseful
Energy Demands, a window appears as in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Useful Energy Demands.

Items on this list correspond to the energy demands for Geneva and most probably need to be
modified in several places in order to correspond to the needs of the city. By selecting a particular
useful energy demand, for example,Electricity Industrial , and clicking onData Entry one may
obtain the following template..

Figure 4: Data tool for Useful Energy Demands.

A number of features are available on this page.
• Data is entered in boxes labeled physical units and time units. The units that are typically

used (for example PJ/year) are those used in the Geneva example, however units may be changed
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according to the data set in question. The complete MARKAL scenario will be displayed by
clicking theShow All Periods option. This option will show the complete list of data for the
given description. Usually, the user gets the values for the first three periods (calledobserved
periods), and the values for future period should be estimated. For this purpose, there is a cal-
culation system which performs the required estimation according to the model chosen by the user.

• Calculate Overperiod Demandsis a routine for future period demands (also exists for en-
ergy prices). When the user clicks on theCalculate Overperiod Demands, she gets a calculation
window on top of which the useful demand description and the last value observed are displayed.
A forecasting calculation is then performed by selecting one of these three options :

• A constant growth rate: This corresponds to an exponential evolution with a constant
rate (i.e.vt+1 = v0(1 + α)t). The starting value for extrapolation is the last observed value (we
assume that it is the value of the third period, but it can be changed), and the constantα has to
be provided. The buttonGet tendancycalculates an estimation of the growth rate using the past
periods values, and then proposes this growth to the user.

• Linear piecewise interpolation: This corresponds to a linear behavior with different
slopes. The user first provides the number of pieces (intervals), and provides the values at the end
of each interval. The resulting calculation is a linear interpolation of the points provided.

• Exponential piecewise interpolation: Same as previous, but an exponential interpolation
is done instead of the linear one.

Figure 5: The calculation of futur periods demands using a constant growth rate model..

The result of a linear piecewise interpolation model is shown in Fig. 6.

The corresponding graphic is shown if Fig. 7. This graphic is obtained by cliking on the
buttonshow graphicand it is automatically updated whenever their is a change on data source.
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Figure 6: The future periods are shown in data page of Useful Energy Demands.

Figure 7: The graphic showing the evolution of theElectricity Industrial demand over the nine
MARKAL periods. This data was calculated using a linear piecewise interpolation.
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• Finally, a preview of collected data may be seen as a static report. It contains the list of
all useful demands items and associated data. The style of the report is predefined and cannot be
changed at the user level. A small part of a data preview is seen in Fig. 8.

Figure 8: One of the pages in the Useful Demand Values preview listing.

• The data may be exported for producing a *.dat file running in theAMPL environment.
Options are available for exportation in simple text, EXCEL format, or HTML. Exportation of
data is done via theExportation option in the menu.
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4 Energy Import Prices

The list of energy sources will appear on the screen upon clickingEnergy Import Prices. One
will see a list as in Fig. 9. This page contains the relevant pricing information for the first two
time periods, 1990-1995 and 1995-2000. The past evolution of energy import prices is obtained
from local sources. Energy data for MARKAL-Lite (Geneva) was determined using informations
obtained from the International Commission for Energy (l’Agence International de l’Energie)[6].
In the Geneva example, all energy prices were modeled to remain stable after 2015. One should
insert the import prices for each relevant energy source. In order to add an energy source, one
goes to the bottom of the page and edits the code and the description for each energy item (see
figure Fig. 9).

Figure 9: Imported Energies : Code and description.

An example of aPreview of Imported Energy as a report is given in figure Fig. 10. This
report can be directly printed or save into a desired file format.

Figure 10: An example of the preview of Imported Energy prices for MARKAL.

Like in the case ofuseful demands, there are several features for editing energy items (code,
description) and their prices (value, currency).. One may select a specific energy source and
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update it price.. For example, ifdiesel fuelis selected, a black triangle should be positioned in
front of the code and a description for diesel fuel will be indicated. One next clicks onData
Entry , at the bottom of the screen (Fig. 9). When the correct energy source is selected, one is
then ready to open the page (See Fig. 11).

Figure 11: Data tool for Import Prices for different energy carriers. This example is forLight Fuel
Oil .

The price units are in the currency of the country in question (or the economic space), and the
energy units are typically in Giga-Joules, GJ (109 Joules), or Peta-Joules, PJ (1015 Joules). Other
energy units are also available, but the user should take care of the unit he uses because there will
be a certain scailing on data.
• The Show All Periods/Hide Over periodsallows one to see the nine MARKAL periods

(or hide the futur periods values), see Fig. 12.

Figure 12: Data tool for Import Prices for different energy carriers showing the future periods.

• TheConversionoption updates the Deflated Price column. The deflated price is calculated
by dividing the current import price by the inflation rate. See Fig. 13.

• TheConvert All option allows one to see a pop-up window stating that this operation will
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Figure 13: The calculation option for the median inflation rate of Import Energy Prices.

convert all deflated prices of all energies and periods into the current reference unit.

• TheShow Currency Tableoption will pull up the currency conversion table. A complete
list of former European and American currencies is shown. The update of one of the values will
automatically affect the entire table using the appropriate linear scaling. AComplete Update
option at the top of this page allows a full table update. The currency denominations are shown in
Fig. 14.

Figure 14: The currency conversion table.

• TheShow Physical Unitis an option that invokes a pop-up window where the user may in-
sert various useful physical conversions. This table is used for each energy source in the database.
See Fig. 15
• Finally, an option exists toExport Data. Data may be exported (either with the current

price or deflated price). The exportation menu appears as in Fig. 16.
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Figure 15: The physical unit conversion table.

Figure 16: File Exportation
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5 Technology Sets

This section presents the management of the different technology sets used in the MARKAL
framework. The sets are thecentralizedanddecentralizedconversion technologies, and the de-
mand devices sets, i.e,electrical, heating and transport devices. The technology template appears
in figure Fig. 17. The user has to click on the appropriate button to edit the list of technologies
for the selected set.

Figure 17: The Technology main page.

• The set ofcentralizedanddecentralizedtechnologies may be edited in order to correspond
to an individual city’s needs. The decentralized technology page is shown in figure Fig. 18.

Figure 18: An example of the decentralized conversion technologies
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• The complete list of all Technologies is shown in Fig. 19. The list can be filtered by sector,
and for each technology the user can request for all associated values.

Figure 19: The list of technologies.

• The list of technologies should be edited according to the reference sector and useful de-
mands. Recall that we associate the DMD technologies with the demands sector to which they
belongs (see section 6 for more details). The figure Fig. 20 shows the list of transportation de-
vices. Items along with their description may be added or deleted.

Figure 20: The technology list for transport devices.
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• A report of the technology set may be obtained using theShow Reportoption. A full list of
technologies is available and appears as in Fig. 21. The different demand sectors (including their
description and their code) are found by selectingList of Technologies:

Figure 21: The preview of the Transport Technologies Set.
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6 Association between devices and useful demands

Each useful demand sector is associated with a set of devices that contribute to satisfy the energy
service requirements. In our system, useful demands items and devices can be entered indepen-
dently. Thus, we need to indicate the link between each useful demand item and its associated
technologies. These informations will be used by the dictionary generator to produce the file input
sets for the model. See Fig. 22.

Figure 22: Association between useful demands and devices.

• From this panel, one selects a demand item (on the left hand side) and one (or several)
devices (on the right hand side). The association is made by clicking on the buttonAssociate All
Selected Devices to the selected Useful Demand. This operation should be done until all the
usefull demand sectors are covered.This operation is crucial and should be done carefully in
order to avoid missings or wrong semantic.
• Clicking on the buttonGenerate the Set of Usefull Demands Associated with Devices

will produce a text file written in a standard AMPL format, with an explicit description of each
set that will be considered by the model. This operation can also help for data checking. The
resulting text file (usually associated with the extension.dat) will be used as a complement of the
database. In fact, the database only provides data without any indication about how they should
be considered in the construction of sets (for AMPL model). Thus, an associated descriptive file
(in the AMPL syntax) is required to specify how each sets are built within data.

7 Technology Parameters

Once all sets of technologies have been edited, the user has to provide the value of each parameter
for all the technologies involved. From the windows of figure Fig. 17, the user should click on
the buttonParameters for Devicesto open the parameters management frame of figure Fig. 23 .
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Figure 23: The parameter input table.

In the list of figure Fig. 23 , all parameters are displayed (code, description, and units). The
user can edit the items of this list (particularly units) by clicking on the buttonEdit the List of
Parameters. This gives acces tothe following windows (figure Fig. 24 ).

Figure 24: Edition of parameters list.

For each parameter, we have to provide a value for all technologies. There are two ways to
enter values for parameters.
• The first way is to select a parameter, and then enter the values for all involved technologies.

The template for entering parameters values depends on the dimension of the relevant parameter
that can be

• one-dimensional, for parameters likelife. See Fig. 25.

• two-dimensional, for parameters involved with periods consideration (investment cost,...).
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See Fig. 26.

• three-dimensional, for parameters involved with periods consideration and another factor
like seasonor the moment of the day. See Fig. 27.

• The second way is to select a given technology and then edit a table which contains the list
of parameter values associated with this technology (see Fig. 34).

Figure 25: One dimensional parameter window.

For a given parameter, the user can produce a report. The example of the parameterlife is
given in figure Fig. 28 .

The buttonUpdate Parameters Listexecutes a routine for restablishing the data integrity of
the database. In fact, when one removes (resp. adds) a technology, the corresponding parameters
should be deleted (resp. added). The present routine attempts to perform this operation from the
list of available technonolgies.
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Figure 26: Two dimensional parameter window.

Figure 27: Three dimensional parameter window.
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Figure 28: The listing of the life parameter for different technology devices.
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8 Setting default values

Default values for the technology parameters are set in this window. A default value is attached
to each parameter. Note that this default value is used only to fill missing inputs.

Figure 29: Adjusting the default settings for the different parameters.

9 Starting a new Database

A new database may be created with MARKAL-Lite DMSS. A menu allows for the selection of
different sectors to be included or not included with the new database. See Fig. 30.

Figure 30: The online option for making a new database.
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10 Loading and Saving the database

Data may be loaded (imported from another database) or saved (exported into another database)
using the optionsLoad DatabaseandSave Database. The IMPORT database window is shown
in Fig. 31.

Figure 31: Importing a database page. One may select an available database from the list on the
right, or enter the full pathname on the text area for file name. One also has the option of including
only parts of a database by selecting the appropriate options on the left.

By clicking on the white window, one may select the different parts of the database to be
loaded. The name and path of the database is to be typed into the selection of the pop up window.
This is usefull when a new version of the application is made available, or when a user wants to
integrate some data coming from another city case.

The database may be saved by selecting thesaveoption. This action produces a data bank
(only data) for running the model or other transfer purposes. Since the size of the data is very
small compared to the size of the whole application, using the exportation issue helps for faster
transfers (See Fig. 32).

Figure 32: Saving the database to a specific location.
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11 Statistics on collected data

A statistical analysis may be performed on the data before running MARKAL. An example of a
fresh report is shown in 33.

Figure 33: The statistics collected on the data.

A suspicious data alert is integrated in the MARKAL DATA MANAGER. If suspicious data
appears, the user may examine the data more closely by clicking and viewing the erroneous data.
By selecting a particular statistic that is listed with suspicious data one may adjust values that are
labeled as missing or have unusual fluctuations.

Figure 34: Viewing and correcting data.

Each selected technology will appear along with the values for each period. The user may
modify the data (if necessary) and then save the changes.
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12 Scenario Manager

A scenario manager is used to generate a list of relationships between urban/technical factors and
useful demands. To build a scenario, we just need to instantiate the values associated to the pre-
vious factors, and then the system will automatically produce the corresponding values for useful
demands and related. The generator template appears as in Fig. 35.

Figure 35: The scenario manager with the adjustable list of factors and the list of useful demands.

On the left hand side of the windows (figure Fig. , 35), the user provides a list of urban,
economic, and atmospheric factors that have an influence on useful demands values. For instance,
if the price of public transport services decreases, then one should expect an increasing demand
on public transport. The way factors are linked to the corresponding demands should be specified,
also the way the factor itself should be quantified. At this step, we are only insterested by the
relationship between factors and useful demands, and the corresponding association modelling.

To produce a scenario, the user performs some changes to the previous factors and requests for
the transformations on the data according to the association relationship and quantitative model.
This operation produces a new database from a source one.

Automatic changes can also be done on paramaters values by appying a scalling on the data
of a source database. For instance, one can chose to increase the life duration of transport tech-
nologies by a factor of 2. This is another way to produce scenarios.

Whatever the case, the results you will obtain will be a conjunction of all implications of
the previous data changes. Note that this part of the system is not completely operational, some
analysis and implementations remain to be done..
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13 Specifications for Building Sets

In order to run the MARKAL code written in AMPL, one needs to provide some specifications
about the sets that are to be used in the model. As some of these specifications are based on
items available in the database, it follows that the task of building the sets may be taken up by the
database application. Figure Fig. 36 displays the working windows associated to this operation.

Figure 36: Building sets withMarkal Data Manager

A working session can be described as follows. The user first provides the list of sets and some
basic informations (name, description). This operation is done by opening the corresponding box
for edition (double-click on the box). Next, since the list of principal sets is available, each of
them is to be specified. For this purpose, the user first selects the set on the list and next performs
one of the following operations :

• Enter the elements of the set. This is done in the editor mode as previously described. These
elements are listed with a blank space as separation, and without any additive symbol (e.g:
A1 A2 B1 B2 ).

• Build the list of elements by first selecting the data table where elements are found (this
refers to the AMPL clausewithin ). When this is done, all the values of the selected data
table are listed, and the user simply chooses the elements to be recorded.

• Build the list of the subsets of the current set. This is done by selecting the indexing set, and
then editing the list that is automatically generated. Next, the resulting list can be transferred
in the principal list of sets.

When a set is ready, the corresponding specifications can be written in the edit box for the set
specification file. At the end, the user can save the contents in the edit box into a file (*.dat). This
file will be used for MARKAL processing.
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14 Building and visualizing the results

When the MARKAL processing is achieved, an important remaining issue is to observe and an-
alyze the results obtained. There are two principal ways of displaying the results, it can be nu-
mericaly, graphicaly, or both. The total set of results may be large and one must select only some
contents for viewing. This content is a projection of the global set of results data restricted to a
given context (sector, period, pollutant,...). A tool is provided that allows the user to easily display
results and perfoms filtering as desired, see Fig. 37.

Figure 37: Building and visualizing results withMarkal Data Manager

After running the model, we have provided a post-process routine in AMPL that aggregates
all the result variables into one variable that is written in the target database. At this step, the
results are available in the database and the user can open the viewer form and analyze the data
both numerically and graphically.

The optionUpdate Technologies Descriptionassociated the descrition of each technology in
the result table. This makes the result more easy to appreciate.
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15 Create an html output

An interesting feature provided by MARKAL DATA MANAGER is the possibility to produce an
html version of the database. The user is asked for some metadata like the name of the city, the
name/contact of the head of the project, the name/contact of the members of the team. After that,
the system produces a coherent system of html files for a user friendly consultation of the data.
An example of html output is shown in figure Fig. 39 for the Geneva case.

Figure 38: Building an html outputMarkal Data Manager
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Figure 39: A sample html output usingMarkal Data Manager
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16 Distance Processing

16.1 Presentation

Description
MARKAL WEB is an Internet application that permits the remote operation of the MARKAL
energy model via the WEB. The selected optimization problem is submitted to the server, where
theAMPL interface and theXPRESSsolver are installed.

Requirements:

• A browser

• The Markal input files composed by the Access database, a MARKAL model file *.mod in
AMPL , a data file *.dat inAMPL , a control file to read the data from the Access database
through ODBC, an output control file to specify the desired results.

• An FTP client (optional)

Operation :
The following steps are required ::

• Transfer the input files on the server either by FTP or through the upload page.

• Select the files for the optimization run of Markal.

• Submit the optimization problem to the server.

• Download the result written in the Access database

There are two ways to run the MARKAL model. The first is to select all the required files one by
one (a model file *.mod, a data file *.dat, an Access database *.mdb, an ”output file *.out” that
specifies the results that will be written either by ODBC in the Access database or written in a
simple ASCII text file usually named solauto.txt). The second way is to specify a single ”run file
*.run” that contains all the batch commands to be sent toAMPL [3] to run the optimization.
This is an example of anAMPL run file :

# University of Geneva, Alain Dubois, 22/01/2002
# File : markal_web.txt
# sample batch file for Markal Web run

reset; reset options; # reset the AMPL options

# below is the chosen model file, full physical path is required
model e:\user\markal_web\geneva\markal_v5_mod.txt;

# below is the chosen data file with the definitions of the sets
data e:\user\markal_web\geneva\markal_v5_dat.txt;

# below is an automatic generated "ODBC read file" from the chosen Access
# database
include e:\user\markal_web\geneva\markal_v5_odbc_tmp.txt;

# below are the option for the solver and the display
option display_width 300;
option solver xpress; # definition for the XPRESS solver
option presolve 0;
option show_stats 1;
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option display_lcol 0;

solve;

# below is the output file that defines the results to be written in the
# Access database

include e:\user\markal_web\geneva\markal_v5_out.txt;

quit; # close AMPL

Location:
The starting page of MARKAL WEB is located at

http://ecolunt1.unige.ch/markal_web/

The FTP server for MARKAL WEB is :

ftp://ecolunt1.unige.ch/markal_web/

Each city case has its own directory to store the data and to operate the MARKAL WEB applica-
tion:

City URL physical path
Buenos Aires http://ecolunt1.unige.ch/markalweb/buenosaires e:/user/markalweb/buenosaires/
Gdansk http://ecolunt1.unige.ch/markalweb/gdansk e:/user/markalweb/gdansk/
Geneva http://ecolunt1.unige.ch/markalweb/geneva e:/user/markalweb/geneva/
Genoa http://ecolunt1.unige.ch/markalweb/genoa e:/user/markalweb/genoa/
Lisbon http://ecolunt1.unige.ch/markalweb/lisbon e:/user/markalweb/lisbon/
Tel-Aviv http://ecolunt1.unige.ch/markalweb/tel aviv e:/user/markalweb/tel aviv/
Thessaloniki http://ecolunt1.unige.ch/markalweb/thessaloniki e:/user/markalweb/thessaloniki/

Input files:

Model file :

This is an ASCII text file written with theAMPL syntax which describes the optimization problem
to be solved. It can be the same file as used in a local run of MARKAL on a computer equipped
with AMPL and a solver (eg.XPRESS)

Data file :

This is an ASCII text file in theAMPL syntax that describes the ”sets” to be used.

Access database:
It contains the data for all the parameters coming out of the MARKAL database application.

Output file :

This file describes the commands to write the results of the MARKAL run either in a ASCII text
file or in theAMPL syntax to a ODBC table used in the Access database.

Result file:
If the problem is feasible and the solver has found a solution, the results are usually written in
a table in the same Access database where the input tables are found. The MARKAL Access
application can be used to analyze and visualize the results of the MARKAL run.
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Figure 40: Screen shot of the upload page.

Figure 41: Selection of the input files.
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Figure 42: Result of the optimization.
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